
 
 
 
  
 

1. Read the schedule carefully-pick just a few novice classes for your first 
attempt.  
 

2. Select your daffodils in good time. Cut and keep in plenty of water in a cool 
place. This gives good size and smooth’s creases.  

 
3. The judges are looking for an ideal of symmetry & form with good poise. Note 

how a daffodil has two sets of three petals forming two triangles. These 
should be smooth, broad & without "ribs" or wrinkles. Cups and trumpets 
should be round. Also good colour, appropriate size and a strong neck & 
stem. Have a go!  

 
4. Take a schedule, copy of your entry, moss, and pen, name cards cut to size, 

cotton buds, water container & dry cloth to the show.  
 
At the show  
 

5. Collect your entry cards as you arrive and take a minute to look around.  
 

6. Secure your flower in the show vase with moss. Three flowers should be 
staged in a triangle shape. Level up the lower two.  

 
7. Remove debris or dirty marks from the flower. Wipe the vase. Name your 

flower.  
 

8. Place on show bench, in the correct class with your entry card.  
 

9. Ask the stewards if you need help.  
 
After judging  
 

10. If you are not sure why some flowers have won awards and others have not-
ask the steward.  
 

11. Talk to other exhibitors-most love to talk about their flowers.  
 

12.  Look at the prize winning flowers, making a note of those you like. Some will 
be found in specialist catalogues and may be too expensive for novice 
classes.  

 
13.  Don't overlook daffodils in Divisions 5-8, 11 and the miniatures classes. 

Some may be more easily available and in a lower price range.  
 

Tips for: 

 Novice Daffodil Exhibitors 



14.  Specialist catalogues of exhibition cultivars are published from March 
onwards with orders placed soon after and not usually later than the end of 
June.  

 
15.  Have a look at the way prize winning exhibitors have staged their blooms 

particularly in multi-vase classes. Selected blooms are of similar maturity, size 
and shape & arranged with petals and cups aligned to look the judge in the 
eye. Show reports and lists of prizewinning blooms can be found in the RHS 
Daffodil and Tulip Committee Yearbook and the Daffodil Society newsletter. 
 

 


